We make your clients fall in love with Russia

Russia’s Leading DMC OLTA Travel
Welcome to one of the most fascinating and beautiful countries on earth!

The largest and probably most diverse country in the world, Russia offers an extraordinary variety of travel options: one can visit the political and cultural centers of Moscow and Saint Petersburg or take a trip along the medieval Golden Ring full of history and legends of Russia’s past; or take a journey along the Trans-Siberian Railroad, the longest railway on earth and see Lake Baikal, the world’s largest and most pristine lake. From the grandiose architecture of beautiful Saint Petersburg, to the vast steppes of the central plains, this is a land of incredible spectacle and scope and an experience in its own right.

This incredible mixture of ancient tradition, dynamic development, splendid nature and rich culture guarantee a truly impressive travel experience.
Today Moscow is a stunning mixture of beautiful modern and historical sights.

The fascinating samples of ancient architecture rival with impressive in sheer size soviet buildings to take your breath away. Moscow museums and art galleries boast unparalleled treasures of the world’s greatest artists.

The amazing sight of the domes of St. Basils Cathedral resides near the stark austere Mausoleum. With stations that could rival art museums, the Moscow Metro is a city in its own right. Red Square and The Cathedral of Christ the Saviour are all to be enjoyed.

Moscow leaves nobody indifferent, and rests enigmatic and magnetic for all its guests, so they come there again and again.

The grand Bolshoy Theatre is home to the wonderful Bolshoy ballet.

Moscow
ENIGMATIC AND MAGNETIC
Saint Petersburg carefully preserves the unique atmosphere of its aristocratic past still alive through its majestic palaces.
One of the most inspiring tours and a great break from the bustle of Moscow or Saint Petersburg, The Golden Ring is a concentration of middle age architecture on the Russian country-side background.

Ancient towns of Vladimir, Suzdal, Kostroma, Rostov, Yaroslavl played a significant role in early Russian history and in the formation of the Russian Orthodox Church.

Their magnificent kremlins, monasteries, cathedrals and churches where the time seems to stop carry a long and often dramatic history of Russian Tsars, the Mongol invasion and many other historical figures and events.

Visiting the Golden Ring will give you a chance to go back in time and imagine Russia several centuries ago — an unforgettable adventure to experience.
The Trans-Siberian Express is the longest train journey in the world. The route takes you from ancient Russian cities through deep forests and breathtaking mountains to Siberian outposts and into Asia.

You will cross the Great Eurasian Plateau towards Siberia, discover Altai region — a gorgeous mountain chain in the southern part of Siberia, you will admire the beauty of Baikal Lake and visit majestic Buddhist temples before arriving to Vladivostok or Beijing.

Enjoy life on board the train as you travel across the extended Siberian landscape of silver birch taiga forest, pines, oaks and rolling steppe. This tour features breathtaking sceneries, rich wildlife, and virgin nature.

Depending on the destination you choose, the train will take you from Moscow to Vladivostok or Beijing. Though, the greatest experience of your life is guaranteed whatever the destination.

Moscow — Vladivostok route is 9,288 km long.
Sochi is famous for being the capital of Winter Olympics and Paralympic Games of 2014. After Winter Olympics 2014 Sochi became a popular destination for sport events and MICE industry. For example, for the last 3 years Formula 1 has been carried out its Grand Prix there.

Immense investments transformed city into the modern and amiable resort for skiing and beach vacations, depending on the season. For now Sochi is a place with a rich history and high future expectations. This lovely city is a wonderful place for both romantic and family holidays. Different recreation and amusement facilities, such as Olympics and Amusement Parks, phenomenal nature and landscapes with lots of wildlife parks, advanced infrastructure and closeness to Abkhasia, – all these factors attract more and more tourists with every month. For those who cannot imagine their holidays without getting a historical background of a place, there are a lot of excursions’ opportunities such as visiting Tea Houses or Stalin’ summer residence. Going fishing in a traditional Russian way can also imbed you into the historical past of the Russian region with its customs and crafts.

Sochi

Sochi is famous for being the capital of Winter Olympics and Paralympic Games of 2014.
Central Asia

The famed cities like Bukhara and Samarkand, and the towns like Taraz, Otrar, Chimkent and Turkestan were important staging posts on the trade routes in ancient times. Nowadays these magnificent sights of Central Asia still exude a timeless aura of wonder and tradition and a captivating charm of oriental bazaars and tea houses. Colorful and rich region provides a bountiful abundance of fauna and flora of vast steppes, deserts, mountains, densely forested valleys, multicolored lakes and pristine glaciers.

An ideal destination for those looking for extraordinary travel, Uzbekistan and Kazakhstan represent the exotic romance of the days of the Silk Road connecting China with Western Europe.

Central Asia charms with its fascinating architectural legacy including mosques, madrassahs and majestic historical monuments.
Blessed with spectacular landscapes, the Caucasus region is unique by its exceptional diversity and a rich mix of charming medieval villages and towns and modern cosmopolitan cities.

The Caucasus presents one of Europe’s least explored destinations. Nestling amongst the dramatic landscapes of the Caucasus Mountains, this is a region that truly remains off the beaten tracks. Armenia with its fresh mountain air, pure water sources and rich flora and fauna is not only interesting for its nature, but appeals to historical sights seekers. Georgia, bounded to the west by the Black sea and to the north by the picturesque Caucasus Mountain, is an ancient Christian country of exceptional beauty where, warm hospitality and good food are still in abundance.
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Our wonderful Baltic tour featuring the states of Latvia, Lithuania and Estonia is very popular among European tourists. Despite their shared past and geographic neighborhood, the Baltic States each have a very different character, language, and currency.

Although they are situated close to Scandinavia and share a similar landscape to Sweden and Finland, they boast a lifestyle that is more reminiscent of Italy or Spain. Rich in culture and history, these venerable old capital cities are worth discovering.

The Baltic States are famous for natural Baltic amber production — rare gemstone appreciated for its beauty, protection and healing properties.

Incredibly intriguing Baltic States offer wonderful insights into a region that retains its old-world charm and colorful traditions.
Our goal is to create the best memories of Russia for your MICE-groups

OLTA Travel has an excellent reputation for delivering top quality imaginative itineraries for incentives. Our experienced team will develop an offer within your budget and according to your goals. We deliver efficiency, imagination and fascinating experiences for incentive travel and corporate events, as well as conferences and meetings in Russia.

We are now assisted by world class hotels throughout the region, providing high-quality accommodations, and a number of a world class convention and exhibition venues. This improvement in infrastructure allied to major tourist attractions, the equal of any in Europe, combine to make Russia one of the fastest growing MICE destinations in the world.

Our partnership network allows us to provide a rapid response to your needs and to offer the best opportunities to our clients.
We are looking forward to welcome new travelers to enjoy unforgettable itineraries in Russia

OLTA Travel has an extensive experience and recognized expertise in organizing individual and group leisure tours. We always focus on creating unforgettable, exciting, surprising and delightful itinerary for every client.

Whether you want your clients to attend an Imperial reception in one of the magnificent palaces of St.Petersburg or discover the space in the Space Museum and the Baikonur launch site, or you name it service – we can fulfill your brief. We have a very flexible and imaginative approach to arranging tailor made tours according to client’s requests.

OLTA Travel provides advantageous conditions for our partners in order to develop long-lasting and mutually profitable relations.

If you are searching for a worthy, reliable partner to implement your client’s dreams – then here we are! Let’s partner!
For us great is not good enough, we can do even better! That is why we head on long-term relations and work on our goals and values every day.

OLTA Travel’s team consists of young multilingual professionals with years of experience in tourism. We are focusing on excellence and are constantly developing our services to hold a leading position in Russian Leisure & MICE market.

Team to work with you

Creative thinking, unconventional way to solving problems and high efficiency in work are the key skills of each employee. Every tour, offer or service we provide is special and unique.

For us great is not good enough, we can do even better! That is why we head on long-term relations and work on our goals and values every day.

Our goal is to provide the highest quality services to make your clients fall in love with Russia.
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